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Abstract
A new proof of the uniqueness and of the existence of the extended ternary Golay code is
presented. The proof connects the code to the projective plane of order 3 and is of an elementary
nature. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The available proofs of the uniqueness of the extended ternary Golay code [2,7]
are much more complicated than the standard corresponding proof in the binary case
[2]. The prevailing opinion seems to be that there are intrinsic reasons for this fact
[1,2,3,5]. The purpose of this paper is to show that the extended ternary Golay code
can be presented in a natural way that o:ers a short and direct elementary proof of its
uniqueness.
Our departing point is the standard computation of the weight polynomial of an
(11; 729; 5) ternary code C. While doing this, we shall also determine the polynomial
in the case when C does not contain the zero vector. Considering properties of such
codes seems to be the main novel feature of this paper.
If u; v are n-vectors over Fq, then 〈u; v〉 means
∑
uivi. The weight of a vector u
will be denoted by |u|. For a ternary 11-vector v; |v|=j, denote by a(i; j); 06i611
and 06j611, the number of vectors u with |u − v|62 and |u|= i. Then a(i; j)=0
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if |i − j|¿3; a(j − 2; j)=(j2
)
; a(j − 1; j)=j2, a(j; j)=(1 + j) + (j2
)
+ 2(11 − j)j,
a(j + 1; j)=2(11− j)(j + 1), and a(j + 2; j)=4(11−j2
)
, yielding thus the table
j 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a(j − 2; j) 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55
a(j − 1; j) 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 121
a(j; j) 1 22 40 55 67 76 82 85 85 82 76 67
a(j + 1; j) 22 40 54 64 70 72 70 64 54 40 22
a(j + 2; j) 220 180 144 112 84 60 40 24 12 4
A ternary (11; 729; 5) code C has to be perfect, and since there are 2i
(11
i
)
ternary
11-vectors of weight i, the coeKcients of the weight polynomial
∑
Ajxj satisfy the
equations
(11
i
)
2i=
∑
j6i+2 a(i; j)Aj. If C contains 0, then one obtains the weight poly-
nomial
1 + 132x5 + 132x6 + 330x8 + 110x9 + 24x11; (1)
while the situation when A0=0=A1 and A2=1 leads to the polynomial
x2 + 6x3 + 21x4 + 60x5 + 123x6 + 174x7 + 174x8 + 114x9 + 48x10 + 8x11: (2)
A puncturing of a ternary (12; 729; 6) code LC always yields an (11; 729; 5) code, and
if 0∈ LC, then one can use (1) to derive its weight polynomial
1 + 264x6 + 440x9 + 24x12: (3)
Say that an n-code C over Fq is an a5ne code, if C is a nonempty aKne subspace
of (Fq)n. AKne subspaces are also called Mats, and C is a nonempty Mat if and only
if C − u is a nonempty linear space (a linear code) for some (and thus for all) u∈C.
An aKne code C is said to be selforthogonal, if C − u is a selforthogonal linear
code, i.e., if C ⊆ u + (C − u)⊥ for some (and thus for all) u∈C. If C is an aKne
code, then C − u=C − v for all u; v∈C. The selforthogonal aKne codes are therefore
characterized by
u+ (C − u)⊥=v+ (C − v)⊥ for all u; v∈C:
Call an aKne code C selfdual, if C − u, u∈C, is selfdual. Clearly, C is selfdual if
and only if
C=u+ (C − u)⊥ for all u∈C:
If M is a set of n-vectors, then the set of all linear combinations
∑
iui,
∑
i=1
and ui∈M , will be denoted by [M ]. It is the least aKne subspace containing M .
In the ternary case, it coincides with the closure of M with respect to the operation
u ◦ v= − u− v.
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Lemma 1. Let M be a nonempty set of ternary n-vectors. Then [M ] is a selforthog-
onal a5ne code if and only if 〈u; v〉+ 〈u; u〉+ 〈v; v〉=0 for all u; v∈M .
Proof. The equation states that 〈u − v; u − v〉=0, and the direct implication is hence
clear. To prove the converse, verify that for all u; v; w∈M one has 〈v−u; w−u〉=(〈v; w〉
+ 〈u; u〉) + (〈w; w〉+ 〈u; u〉) + (〈v; v〉+ 〈u; u〉)=〈v; w〉+ 〈v; v〉+ 〈w; w〉=0.
Lemma 2. Let M be a nonempty set of ternary n-vectors, v∈M , and suppose that
[M ] is a selforthogonal a5ne code. Then v+([M ]−v)⊥⊇{x∈(F3)n; 〈x−u; x−u〉=0
for all u∈M}⊇ [M ].
Proof. Only the Nrst inclusion requires a proof. We shall show that 〈x − u; x − u〉=0
and 〈x − v; x − v〉=0 imply 〈x − v; u − v〉=0, for all u∈M . The assumptions give
−〈x; x〉=〈u; u〉+ 〈x; u〉=〈v; v〉+ 〈x; v〉, which implies 〈x; u− v〉=〈v; v〉 − 〈u; u〉. This is
equal, by Lemma 1, to −〈v; v〉+〈v; u〉=〈v; u−v〉. From 〈x−v; u−v〉=0 we immediately
see that x∈v+ (M − v)⊥=v+ ([M ]− v)⊥.
The rest of the proof consists of deNning an appropriate M , applying Lemma 2
to [M ], and demonstrating that the situation equivalent to M can be found in every
(12; 729; 6) ternary code.
Consider the projective plane of order 3, and suppose that the points are labeled
1; 2; : : : ; 12 and ∞. Consider the incidence vectors of the projective lines, and regard
them as ternary vectors. These vectors generate a code of dimension 7, a fact that can
be either directly veriNed, or for which one can use a general theorem of McWilliams
and Mann [4]—see also [5, pp. 385 and 397]. Their theorem can be applied to the
general situation when one considers codes over Fp, p a prime, that are generated by
projective lines of the Desarguesian plane of order q=ps. The dimension of such a code
always equals
(p+1
2
)s
+ 1, and the code can be associated with a cyclic di:erence set.
Puncture the above-mentioned [13; 7] ternary code at ∞, and denote by S the set of
four 12-vectors obtained from the projective lines incident to ∞, and by P the set of
nine 12-vectors obtained from the other projective lines. We shall focus on the aKne
code [M ], where M=S∪ 2P (and 2P={−p; p∈P}).
Consider s; t∈S, s = t, and p; r∈ 2P, p = r. Then 〈s; s〉=0=〈s; t〉, 〈p;p〉=1=〈p; r〉
and 〈s; p〉=2. We see that M satisNes the condition of Lemma 1. It follows that [M ]
is an aKne selfdual code, and so [M ] equals v + ([M ] − v)⊥ for every v∈[M ]. The
inclusions of Lemma 2 thus turn to equalities, and [M ]={x∈(F3)12; 〈x− u; x− u〉=0
for all u∈M}. If all elements x of a ternary code D⊇M fulNll 〈x − u; x − u〉=0 for
all u∈M , then there must be D⊆ [M ], and the equality holds, if D is large enough.
We can state:
Lemma 3. Let D be a (12; 729) ternary code, D⊇M . If every x∈D satis9es 〈x − u;
x − u〉=0 for all u∈M , then D=[M ].
Proposition 4. De9ne M as above. Then [M ] is the unique (12; 729; 6) ternary code
that contains M .
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Proof. If D is a (12; 729; 6) code that contains M and u∈M , then the weight polyno-
mial of D− u is given by (3), and hence every x∈D satisNes 〈x− u; x− u〉=0. Thus
D=[M ], by Lemma 3, and we are left just with the task to prove that the minimal
distance of [M ] really equals 6. The code [M ] is an aKne selfdual code, and hence
[M ]− v is a selfdual linear code for every v∈[M ]. This means that 3 divides |u− v|
for all u; v∈[M ], and we therefore need to prove that |u − v| never equals 3, for all
u; v∈[M ]. Assume the contrary. We shall use the equality 〈x; y〉 + 〈x; x〉 + 〈y; y〉=0.
By replacing x by u and v, and y by s; t∈S, we get 〈v; s〉=〈v; t〉=−〈v; v〉 and
〈u; s〉=〈u; t〉=−〈u; u〉. Since u and v di:er only in three positions, there must exist
an s∈S such that u and v coincide on the support of s. This means 〈v− u; s〉=0, and
hence 〈v− u; t〉=〈v; t〉− 〈u; t〉=〈v; s〉− 〈u; s〉 equals 0 for all t∈S. If v and u disagree
on a support of t on just one position, then 〈v − u; t〉 =0. There is |v − u|=3, and
thus a disagreement on exactly two positions induces a disagreement on one position
in the support of some t′∈S, t′ = t. Therefore, there exists such a t∈S that v and
u di:er on all three positions of its support. Furthermore, 〈v − u; t〉=0 implies that
v− u= ± t. Assume t=v− u. Then t∈[M ]− u, which gives t∈[M ]− t; −t∈[M ] and
〈−t; x〉=〈t; x〉 for all x∈M (by the equality of Lemma 1). However, the latter is not
true, if x=p∈2P.
If s1; s2; s3; s4 are the vectors of S, then =
∑
si∈[M ] is the all-one vector. The
linear code [M ]−  is thus equivalent to [M ] in the sense that 0 is replaced by 2, 1
by 0, and 2 by 1. In this way one gets from [M ] a standard version of the extended
ternary Golay code. To Nnish its uniqueness proof it remains to show the following
two lemmas, the Nrst of which is well known.
Lemma 5. Let LC be a (12; 729; 6) ternary code. Then for every ternary 12-vector w
there either exists a unique v∈ LC with |w− v|62, or there exist vi∈ LC, 16i64, such
that |vi−w|=3 and |(
∑
vi)−w|=12. In the latter case there are no other codewords
v with |v− w|63.
Proof. Every punctured code is perfect, and this makes clear the situation when |w−
v|62 for some v∈ LC. Suppose that |w − v|62 for no v∈ LC. By puncturing w at the
jth position we determine a unique codeword vj∈ LC, 16j612, that disagrees with w
at the jth position and satisNes |w − vj|=3. If w − vj and w − vk have a common
nonzero position, 16j¡k612, then |vj − vk |65, and so vj=vk . We see that the set
{vj; 16j612} consists of four vectors.
Lemma 6. Suppose that LC is a (12; 729; 6) ternary code, 0∈ LC. Consider s∈S. Then
LC + s⊇’(M) for a monomial mapping ’ such that ’(s)=s.
Proof. Apply Lemma 5 to the situation when w=−s. Then one of vi; 16i64, equals
0, and the supports of vi + s partition the positions into four 3-element sets. Hence,
there exists a monomial mapping ’ such that for all t∈S there is ’(t)=vj + s,
where 16j64, and ’(s)=s. We can thus assume t∈ LC + s for all t∈S. Then LC + s
clearly contains no other codeword of weight 63, and hence every puncturing of LC+s
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yields a perfect code with no codeword of weights 0 and 1, and just one codeword
of weight 2. The weight polynomial of the punctured code is given by (2), and we
see that through the punctured position there pass exactly three codewords from LC + s
that are of weight 4. Every position can be punctured, and so altogether we get nine
codewords of weight 4. Choose two of them and denote them by p and r. If t∈S,
then the supports of p and t have just one point in common, as otherwise |p− t| would
not be divisible by 3 or would be 66. Now, 〈p− t; p− t〉=0 implies that the value
of p, at its common nonzero position with t, is equal to 2. This means that p has
twos on all four nonzero positions. Furthermore, 〈p− r; p− r〉=0 implies that p and
r have exactly one nonzero position in common. Extend the supports of all t∈S in
such a way that they meet at ∞. We see that the supports of codewords with weight
64 yield a projective plane of order 3. To get ’(M)⊆ LC + s it suKces to replace ’
by its composition with an appropriate permutation.
By coupling Lemma 6 to Proposition 4 we get LC+s=’([M ]), and so LC=’([M ]−s).
We have proved:
Theorem 7. Every (12; 729; 6) ternary code LC; 0∈ LC, is monomially equivalent to the
extended Golay code.
The automorphism group G of the extended ternary Golay code yields the Mathieu
group M12. From our construction we see that M12 contains the stabilizer of PGL(3; 3),
and so we see that the procedure above can also be used to establish the transitivity
of G. Note that in our construction this can be achieved just by permutations, without
multiplications by −1. The preceding results hence show that all puncturings of the
ternary extended Golay code are equivalent, and we can state:
Proposition 8. Every (11; 729; 5) ternary code C; 0∈C, that can be extended to a
ternary (12; 729; 6) code is monomially equivalent to the perfect ternary Golay code.
In the Nrst version of this paper I falsely derived from Proposition 8 the uniqueness
of the perfect ternary Golay code. I thank to one of the referees for pointing out
my mistake. Unfortunately, the process of extending a ternary (11; 729; 5) code to a
ternary (12; 729; 6) code is not so straightforward as in the analogous binary case. The
diKculties one faces are described in [7], and hence I do not repeat them here. While
one can use knowledge of the projective plane structure of the (12; 729; 6) code in the
extension process, the corresponding proof is not elegant enough to justify its rendering
here. To get a complete satisfactory elementary exposition of ternary Golay codes, one
thus still needs a short elementary proof that every ternary (11; 729; 5) code can be
extended to a ternary (12; 729; 6) code.
Note that with respect to the extended ternary Golay code our proof here is more
economical than those of [2,7] in the sense that the uniqueness proof is not divided into
the proof of linearity and into the speciNc treatment of linear [12; 6; 6] codes (which
is usually based on [5]).
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Puncturings of [M ] di:er just by a permutation of coordinates, and so from (2) one
can easily compute the weight polynomial of [M ]
4x3 + 9x4 + 36x5 + 78x6 + 144x7 + 171x8 + 156x9 + 90x10 + 36x11 + 5x12:
The construction of [M ] could be generalized in such a way that one starts with a
projective plane of order 3s and considers the aKne code generated by S (the lines
passing through ∞) and by 2P (the lines avoiding ∞). By omitting the position of
∞, one obtains a selforthogonal ternary aKne code of aKne dimension 3s2s and length
32s+3s. Its minimum distance is greater than 3s and less than or equal to 2·3s. It seems
natural to expect that it equals 2 · 3s. However, I was not able to Nnd an elementary
proof of such a fact.
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